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ABSTRACT: Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunication (DECT) can be a latent solution for wireless local
loop (WLL)based communication system planning. However DECT performs poorly in multipath propagation
scenarios. To over come the difficulties and utilize the advantages of DECT systems, smart antennas can be introduced.
In this paper, the design and simulation of asmart antenna system for DECT radio base stations in WLL is presented.
A 8x8 planar micro strip antenna array is designed and associated signal processing signal processing techniques for
one and two dimensional cases of smart antenna system are analyzed. Two different algorithms are used for
Direction-of-arrival
(DOA) estimation using the 8x8 array parameters, these are Multiple signal classification
(MUSIC) and Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Techniques (ESPRIT). Simulation results and
performance comparison of these two algorithms for optimum output are incorporated. For adaptive beam forming,
Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm is used here. Radiation characteristics, gain and return loss of the fixed beam
planar array antenna are simulated using Zeland IE3Dsoftware. Signal processing simulations are run in MATLAB.
This smart antenna system is designed for DECT system in 1.881.90GHz frequency band.
KEYWORDS:DECT, LMS, MUSIC, WLL, Planar array, smart antenna system.
I.INTRODUCTION
To exploit the dramatic advent of information and communication technology ( ICT ) into distant areas Wireless
Local Loops (WLL) plays a vital role besides mobile communications. In contrast to Plain Old Telephone System
(POTS) or broadband internet connection where copper wires are used to connect end users to backbone network, WLL
uses wireless link as the last mile solution. Consequently it can provide very cost effective and rapid deployment over
vast area which is particularly essential to extend the ICT sector in
developing countries like Bangladesh, India, Kenya etc. Using advanced digital radio technologies, WLL can provide
a variety of data services and multimedia services as well as voice. DECT system can also be used for outdoor
applications; it may be university campus established within large areas, industrial areas in remote places, oil/gas field
or suburb/rural area. DECT is also considered WLL, when a public network operator provides wireless service directly
to the user via this technology. WLL has two standards – mobile and Fixed or local area network. Several technologies
are used for WLL in fixed or local area network like DECT (local loop), LMDS, IEEE 802.11, WiMAX or 802.16 etc.
DECT has the advantage of low cost equipment at both user and service provider end. Moreover, it doesn’t require the
valuable cellular spectrum as operates in 1880-1900 MHz band. DECT is recognized by the ITU as fulfilling the IMT2000 requirements and thus qualifies as a 3G system [1]. It is also one of the leading cordless technology [2].So for
rapid deployment of PSTNs (public switched telephone networks) DECT can be a promising candidate. A simplified
model of DECT used as WLL described in reference [3]. The problem is that DECT requires Line of Sight (LOS)
communication which might not be as feasible in urban areas as in suburb/rural areas. To significantly improve the
communication link in multipath scenario Smart Antenna System can be deployed. Smart antennas have the potential to
provide enhanced range and reduced infrastructure costs in early deployments, enhanced link performance as the
system is built-out, and increased long-term system capacity [4]. Smart antenna system consists of an array of radiating
elements able to steer the main lobe beam towards the desired signal and to locate suitable nulls of the radiation pattern
in the direction of interferences. Many works have been done on smart antenna system references [5] [9] are some of
these. In reference [5] a complete Smart antenna system was presented for Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs).
References [6][9] describes DOA algorithms and smart antennas for uniform linear array (ULA) and considering signal
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arrivals in one dimension only. Also the numbers of antenna elements/ sensors are small. Contrasting to most of the
earlier published work that cover only one dimensional conditions for DOA estimations and smart antennas, this paper
presents an inclusive effort on smart antennas that incorporate planar antenna array design, the development of signal
processing algorithms for angle of arrival estimation (both azimuth and elevation angle) and adaptive beam forming
techniques. We use two different algorithms (MUSIC and ESPRIT) for both one and two dimensional cases and make
relevant comparisons of these two algorithms. LMS algorithm is used for adaptive beam forming techniques for both of
these DOA algorithms. The maingoal of this paper i s to design smart antennas for DECT system in WLL in 1.88
GHz— 1.90GHz. One essential component of smart-antenna is its sensors or antenna elements. These antenna elements
play an important role in shaping and scanning the radiation patterns and constraining the adaptive algorithm used by
digital signal processor. Micro strip antennas gain popularity for its simple and inexpensive manufacturing using
modern printed-circuit technology. This type of antenna is mechanically robust when mounted on rigid surfaces. As
micro strip antenna has many advantages, we considered micro strip antenna for antenna array design. We designed a
64 element planar array antenna for the smart antenna system as planar array antenna could control the radiation pattern
both azimuth and elevation directions. The performance of an adaptive antenna array is strongly affected by the
electromagnetic characteristics of antenna array. An important electromagnetic characteristic of an antenna array is the
mutual coupling between its elements [10]. There are several publications arrays [10] [12]. The presence of mutual
coupling between the array elements degrade the array performance and reduce the speed of responses of an adaptive
array [10]. So, we consider mutual coupling of antenna array elements to compensate the weights of Adaptive beam
forming algorithm (Least Mean Square Algorithm).
II.ANTENNA ARRAYDESIGNING.
For micro strip antenna array we use corporate feed network. The corporate–feed network is used to provide power
splits of 2 (i.e., n=2, 4, 8, 16, 32, etc.). This is accomplished by using either tapered lines or using quarter wavelength
impedance transformers. With this method the designer has more control of the feed of each element both in amplitude
and phase. Let us assume that we have × identical elements, M and N being even, with uniform spacing positioned
symmetrical in the. The array factor for this type of planar array with its maximum along, for an even number of
elements in each direction can be written as [13]

is the amplitude excitation of the individual elements. It is the
that the adaptive beam forming algorithms adjust to place the maximum of the main beam toward the signal of interest
and nulls toward the signal not of interest. Substrate material of this antenna array is considered R03010 ( =10.2 ),
high dielectric constant is taken for size reduction because the operating frequency of the antenna is 1.88GHz
1.90GHz. In these range of frequency antenna size is usually large unless high dielectric constant substrate is not used
for antenna design. Recessed micro strip line feeding techniques is used as this gives a good impedance matching at
inputs of the radiating elements. Feed networks in general have certain undesired characteristics that must be carefully
monitored in order to minimize any adverse effects on array performance. These characteristics include conductor and
dielectric losses, surface wave loss, and spurious radiation due to discontinuities such as bends, junctions and
transitions. These losses constitute the overall insertion losses of the feed system affecting the maximum obtainable
gain of the array [14]. For this simulated antenna, chamfered bend is used to compensate for excess capacitance [15].
Simulated antenna layout is shown in Fig.1 and dimensional parameters of the simulated antenna are given is Table 1.
In Fig. 1(b) indicates chamfered bend and antenna dimension is 700 (l) × 691 (w) ×1.58(h) mm. After Simulation we
found that return loss is 33.10dB at 1.88GHz. Return loss of -10dB or below is found from 1.855GHz to 1.907 GHz, so
it is suitable for use in 1.88/1.90GHz frequency band. 2.77% bandwidth is found for this antenna. Figure 2 shows the
return loss curve. Side lobe level (SLL) of the antenna is more than 15dB lower than main lobe. Fig. 3 and 4 gives the
radiation pattern of the simulated antenna. Fig. 5 gives the gain of the antenna at different frequencies. Simulated gain
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and directivity of the antenna is 21.0dBi and 23.39dBi respectively. After the antenna array receives the incoming
signals from all directions, the DOA algorithm determines the directions of all incoming signals based on the time
delay which, for a × planar array can be computed using following equation [13]

Where V0 is the speed of light in free space.

Figure 1.Radiation pattern of the array antenna.
III. DECT SYSTEM IN WLL AND RAYLEIGH-FADIANGCHANNEL.
DECT system may have various different physical implementations depending on its actual use. Different DECT
entities can be integrated into one physical unit entities can be distributed replicated etc. A good DECT system
architecture model is given in ref. [3] and [16]. DECT system use GFSK (Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying)
modulation techniques (BT=0.5).It’s bit rate is 1.152Mbps, frame cycle time is 10ms and TDD duplex method is used.
Wireless communication systems are characterized by time-varying multipath propagation channels, which are
typically modeled as fading channels. In mobile radio channels, the Rayleigh distribution is commonly used to describe
the statistical time varying nature of the received envelope of a flat fading signal, or the envelope of an individual
multipath component [17]. Fig. 6 shows a typical Rayleigh fading envelope at 1890MHz, frequency within DECT
range and receiver speed is considered 15. The BER (bit error-rate) of GFSK modulation is evaluated over Rayleigh
fading channel where received signal is corrupted by obstacles and causes multipath propagation as shown in Fig. 7.
DECT has been used for Fixed Wireless Access as a substitute for copper pairs and provides a cost efficient means to
establish the final drop in a public telecommunication network (Fig. 8). Wireless system always affected by multipath
fading and interference; signal processing techniques can be used to improve this adverse condition. Smart antenna
system is a solution to combat this problem. Smart antenna (adaptive array) work in the following way: First digital
signal processor receives signals collected from each antenna element; it computes the direction of arrival
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(DOA) of the signal of interest (SOI). It then uses adaptive beam forming algorithms to produce a radiation pattern that
focuses on the SOI, at the same time as tuning out any signal not of interest (SNOI). Fig. 9 shows the functional block
diagram of a smart antenna system.
IV. DOA ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
Subspace-based methods exploit the structure of the received data, resulting in an impressive improvement in
resolution. Multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm falls into this category [13]. In our analysis we first
consider MUSIC algorithm for DOA estimation using 8 element linear array (only azimuth angle). MUSIC is the first
subspace-based DOA estimation approach (Schmitt, 1986). MUSIC promises to provide unbiased estimates of the
number of signals, the angle of arrival and the strengths of the waveforms. It makes the assumption that the noise in
each channel is uncorrelated making the noise correlation matrix diagonal and the incident signals may be somewhat

correlated creating a no diagonal signal correlation matrix [18].
MUSIC algorithm can be described in the following way: Considering the number of signals is D and number of array
elements is M. So the number of
signal
Eigen
values and eigenvectors is D andthe
number
of
noise eigenvalues and eigenvectors
is MD (M>D).
Receive signal from M antennas can be written as follows:

The MUSIC algorithm in general can apply to any arbitrary array regardless of the position of the array elements [18].
Now we consider signal received from both azimuth angle and elevation angle. In this case signals are collected by an
array made up of m × n antennas with direction of arrival. Is the azimuth angle and is the elevation angle. Receive
signal from m × n antennas can be written as follows:

The antenna array output can be described in the following form:
Where, m and n are the element number for and axis respectively. Applying the same estimation method that is used for
one dimension, the pseudo spectrum of MUSIC algorithm is as follows:
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We used MUSIC algorithm for uplink condition. We assumed that a smart antenna is only employed at the base station,
and not at the subscriber unit. Consider signal arrival from four different directions in different angles; these angles are
randomly taken as the incoming signals are random in nature. Fig .10 illustrates the pseudo spectrum of MUSIC with
four different angle of arrival for 8 element linear array antenna with SNR value of 18dB. Fig. 11 shows the possible
radiation
pattern of the beam former of that antenna considering azimuth angle. Fig. 12 gives the MUSIC pseudo spectrum for
8×8 planar array antenna considering both azimuth and elevation angles with SNR value of 18dB. Fig. 13 illustrates
the possible radiation pattern of that antenna. We see that in both cases some phase errors are introduced in the
radiation pattern of the beam former (Fig. 11 and Fig.
13).Mutual coupling effect between the antenna

element and improper calculation of weights in LMS algorithm
can cause this problem. From Fig 10. We can realize that if two
sources (angle-of-arrival at 15.4105 and 13.4023) are very close then MUSIC algorithm is unable to resolve this
source.

Another subspace based method is ESPRIT (Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Techniques)
which gives some advantages over MUSIC algorithm like less computationally intensive, requires much less storage,
does not involve an exhaustive search through all possible steering vectors to estimate the direction-of-arrival. First we
consider the ESPRIT algorithm for one dimensional condition (azimuth angle). The goal of the ESPRIT techniques is
to exploit the rotational invariance in signal subspace which is created by two arrays with a translational invariance
structure [18]. As like MUSIC, ESPRIT assumes that the number of signal D is less that number of antenna element M
(M >D). The idea behind ESPRIT is to divide the array in two equivalent sub arrays separated by a known
displacement d. Here we consider eight element linear arrays that are composed of two identical five element sub arrays
or two doublets. The signals induced on each of the arrays can be described by following equations:
Using the above two equations we can construct the signal subspaces E1 and E2. The entire array signal subspecies. A
matrix composed of signal eigenvector Can be constructed Now a 2 × 2 matrix can be formed using the signal subspace
that is as follows:
After calculation of the eigenvalues we can estimate the angle of arrival.
Where i =1,2,…,D We now consider ESPRIT algorithm for two dimensional conditions (both azimuth angle and
elevation angle). In reference [20], the unitary ESPRIT algorithm was presented for DOA estimation for uniform
rectangular arrays. For a uniform rectangular array of × elements lying in the -y plane and equally spaced by in the x
direction and in the y direction. The DOA of the source is specified by the pair where cosines with respect to the x and
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y axes, respectively. When a narrow band source impinges on the array from the direction the phase shifts between
successive elements along the x and y axes respectively. vector formed by stacking the columns of uniform rectangular
We simulated ESPRIT algorithm for both one and two dimensional cases. Fig. 14 gives the possible radiation pattern of
the beam former (azimuth angle) for 8 element linear array antenna. Four random signals with different angle of
arrivals are considered. Fig. 15 illustrates the possible radiation pattern of the beam former using 2 D ESPRIT
algorithm considering both azimuth and elevation angles also in this case we consider four random signals with
different directions. We simulated the program many times by taking random incoming signals and Fig. 15 is one of the
simulation results.
V. ADAPTIVE BEAMFORMING TECHNIQUES
In adaptive beam forming, the target is to adapt the beam by adjusting the amplitudes and phases of signals such that an
enviable pattern is formed. One of the simplest algorithms that are commonly used to adapt the weights is the Least
Mean Square (LMS) algorithm. The LMS algorithm is a low complexity algorithm that requires no direct matrix
inversion and no memory. It is an approximation of the steepest descent method using an estimator of the gradient
instead of the actual value of the gradient, since computation of the actual value of the gradient is impossible because it
would require knowledge of the incoming signals. As a result, at each iteration in the adaptive process, the estimate of
the gradient is as follows [13]. where u is the step size related to the rate of convergence. This simplifies the calculation
to be performed considerably and allows LMS algorithm to be used in real-time applications. LMS algorithm
minimizes the MSE (Mean Square Error) cost function and it solves the Wiener-Hopf equation iteratively without the
need for matrix inversion. The Wiener-Hopf equation is as follows,
Whereymax is the maximum eigenvalue of
the covariance Matrix, given is equation (5). The main disadvantage of the LMS algorithm is that it tends to converge
slowly, particularly in noisy environment. Fig. 16 shows the simulated result of actual and estimated system output
using LMS algorithm. Sixty-four weights are considered for simulation. Fig. 17 illustrates the error curve that gives
error between the desired signal and output signal of the array. At last Fig. 18 describes the comparison of actual
weights and estimated weights. The complex weights in equation (44) are the ideal weights if mutual coupling is not
considered. These weights should be compensated according to mutual coupling in order to get better far field patterns.
Compensation for mutual coupling can be accomplished by simply multiplying the received signal as given in equation
(36) by the inverse mutual coupling matrix C [11]. The mutual coupling matrix can be expressed using following
equations [11]
VI. CONCLUSION
A smart antenna system has been designed to minimize the adverse effect of time-varying multipath propagation
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channel and improvement of the signal communication link for DECT RBS in WLL system. For signal processing we
exploit MUSIC and ESPRIT algorithm considering both 1-D (azimuth angle) and 2-D (azimuth and elevation angle)
angle of arrivals. LMS algorithm is used for adaptive beam forming as it requires low complexity. Using LMS
algorithm we calculate the weights for adaptive beam forming in last portion we show the differences between actual
weights and the estimated weights regarding LMS algorithm. Mutual coupling is considered as this gives more realistic
results. At last we can conclude that for same input signal (angle – of arrival) and antenna array ESPRIT gives better
performance than MUSIC algorithm. In future we want to work on the improvement of bit error rate (BER) using smart
antenna for WLL and improvement of network throughput. Simulation of a 64 element micro strip antennas is very
time consuming specially using low processing speed computer, Intel core 2 due CPU T8100 @ 2.10GHz , 2.09GHz is
used for this task. Only 11 frequency points are considered from 1.7-2.0GHz for processing as more frequency points
require more time. In simulation each frequency point takes approximately 2800sec and a total of 9 hours for 11
frequency points.
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